

	Text1: Edmund was raised in Kampong in Singapore. He commenced training at the School of Radiography at the Singapore General Hospital in 1965 and attained the Diploma of the Society of Radiographers (London) in 1967. In his early years he showed signs of leadership and was posted as radiographer in-charge of various government hospitals in Singapore where he was involved in the establishment of new departments in the Changi Hospital and the Changi Prison Hospital.In 1975 Edmund met Graham Tidswell (Chief Radiographer, Flinders Medical Centre, SA) at anISRRT conference in Kuala Lumpur. This chance encounter provided Edmund with the impetus toemigrate to Australia, and following a brief stint at St Vincent’s Hospital (NSW), he beganwork in 1977 as a radiographer at the newly constructed Flinders Medical Centre(FMC) in Adelaide . Edmund rose to the level of Assistant Chief Radiographer at FMC before taking on the role of Director of Radiographic Services at Cairns Base Hospital in 1995. He was a mobile radiographer in every sense with subsequent roles at Dr Jones and Partners in Adelaide, Senior CT radiographer at Singapore General Hospital, Senior radiographer at the Royal Adelaide Hospital, Senior Radiation Protection Officer at the EPA (Adelaide), and Senior Radiographer at Repat Radiology (Adelaide).Edmund’s academic and professional achievements, awards and contributions to radiography inAustralia and to ASMIRT (AIR) are numerous. He was a frequent attendee and presenter atprofessional conferences in Australia and overseas and was awarded best paper at the ASMIRTconference in 1988. He received Fellowship of ASMIRT (AIR) at the Adelaide conference in 1992. He held various committee positions on the SA branch of ASMIRT (AIR) and was convenor and co-convenor of various conferences, seminars and workshops in South Australia. He also contributed to the national Panels and Committees of ASMIRT (AIR). Edmund was selected by General Electric to provide instruction and training on CT scanning techniques in Singapore, China and India (1989 –1992).Edmund was well known for what he achieved professionally and, importantly, for the manner inwhich he achieved it. He was seen as a thoroughly professional radiographer with a willingness togive his time freely to mentor the next generation. He was described by the late Prof Geoff Benness as “…a good man” and that is the measure of his character. His generous spirit was a hallmark of his professional practice. He was both a pioneer and an ambassador for the profession.For those of us who were mentored by Edmund Arozoo, we stand as his legacy to the profession.Prepared by Michael Fuller on behalf on the SA branch of ASMIRT.


